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17400050

Mini Piano 25 Keys l 3y+

134042

Harmonica

Size 40 x 25 x 30 cm.

Drum Owl Lou

3y+

2,500 B.

22y+
“ Size does not matter ! ”

Learn the music at early ages. Wooden harmonica with
beautifully painted design. Comes out a pretty clear
sound. Let lovely kids enjoy music at any time and
anywhere. Accurate pitch, suitable for little kids learning
music. Size 12.2 x 4.2 x 2.6 cm.

Drum your heart out with this cool
owl drum with strap. Comes with
two drumsticks. Stimulates the
sense of rhythm in children.
Size 15.5 x 8 cm.

Can be played just like a real piano with
accurate keys.
Comes with a song book for practice.
No experience needed !!!

790 B.

550 B.

17400049

Black

134046

Flute

350001

Xylophone Owl Lou

3y+

The ﬂute sounds sweet and stimulates potential music
cells. colorful, High-quality lotus seed, environmentally
friendly waterborne paint. Size 24.3 x 3.5 cm.

2y+
The Owl xylophone has 5 different
tones and one hammer.
Size 18.5 x 12.6 x 2.5 cm

Red

890 B.

350003

360 B.

134038

Musical Fish Bench
Maurice

134043

Pink

Maracas Owl Lou

350004

2y+

1y+
Young children with musical talent can now go totally
mad with Scratch’s musical ﬁsh. You don’t only play 1
musical instrument, but 3 at once! The musical ﬁsh has a
transparent drum, a cymbal and a xylophone with 4
notes. A drumstick is included. Size 35.5 x 26 x 6 cm.
1,690 B.

Made of wood. Small pellets inside make a cheerful sound
when the shaker moves.
Size 15.5 x 8 cm
350 B.

Music Toys

Building
Construction
Blocks

www.enginou.com

1440012

Nursery Blocks
18m+

Encourage your child to create endless combinations with this warm
coloured, garden themed 12 pcs block set. A canvas drawstring bag
is included for easy storage. develops balance, hand eye
coordination and construction skills.
890 B.

Co-Blocks

1440011

Garden Stacker

6m+

18m+

This set has 8 wooden pieces consisting of a rabbit in a pot, a snail
on a cabbage and a bird on a ﬂower. A fantastic puzzle for toddlers
to develop their matching and shape recognition skills.
690 B.

Co-Block is soft jelly blocks, made with tender and ﬂexible special materials.Its edge is round and soft, so it is
safe, even though children bite, suck on, throw, step on and lie down on it.
“ BPA-free and toxic-free ”

1440069

Designer Magblocks
3y+
8 pieces of magnetic blocks in warm and cool colors, made
from solid wood and concealed multi-directional magnets.
Includes a printed drawstring bag.
1,090 B.

1770004

1770005

1770006

80 pcs
……………..

160 pcs
……………..

360 pcs
……………..

2,100 B.

3,600 B.

6,000 B.

Building Construction
Blocks

1g.
1 Baht
Bricks
1g 1b assortment
Pick a brick experience! It is every kid’s dream come true
to be able to choose any number of any brick in nearly
whatever colour you want. There are two sizes of brick
kids can choose (Compatible Duplo size & Compatible
Classic size), which charge by weight 1 gram = 1 THB

Compatible Duplo size: 1.5y+
Compatible Classic Size: 4y+

40224

Architectural Unit Blocks
3y+
Design an architectural masterpiece with this set of forty-four hand-scrolled
and turned wooden blocks in eleven different shapes. This natural ﬁnish,
smooth-sanded hardwood block set is packaged in a handsome, wooden
storage crate for easy storage. Great value!
3,400 B.

1440060

Dragon Castle
3y+
Create your fantasy world with our Dragon Castle. Set
features red and blue soldiers with different postures,
horses to sit on, spears, one archway, hedges and a baby
dragon.
2,890 B.

Building Construction
Blocks

850018

10134

Marbles Runs

Playstix 150 Pcs

5y+

A marble run that you can build for hours of fun! Join corner
pieces and tubes, add turnstiles, levers and wheels to build
fun and unique marble runs. 80 pieces, including 10 marbles.
1,490 B.

840035

5y+

The toy that allows you to build the ordinary and inspires you
to build the extraordinary. The 150 piece set of Playstix
allows you to build a wide variety of models right out of the
box, without the need for any additional or specialized parts.
And, our Idea Booklet illustrates fun things to build - from a
simple table and chairs to a two-story cabin. Groovy Shape:
Each Playstix piece has grooves that interlock when one
playstix piece is placed across another.
900 B.

Bloco - Galactic mission
6y+

This 3-in-1 model mutates from a Rocket to a Space capsule and
an Exploration Rover.Then it’s up to you to build your way to a
fascinating new expedition every time! Mission control, we have
imagination lift-off…
1,450 B.
1570001

Picasso Tiles - 60 Pieces: 3D Magnetic Building Tiles
5y+
PicassoTiles 60 Piece Set 60pcs Magnet Building Tiles Clear
Magnetic 3D Building Blocks Construction Playboards,
Creativity beyond Imagination, Inspirational, Recreational,
Educational Conventional.
4,900 B.

Building Construction
Blocks

Imagination
Imagination
Toys…
Toy

www.enginou.com

1440004

1440055

Till With Money

Afternoon Tea Stand
3y+

3y+
This beautifully painted till has real
buttons to push and is packed with
paper money and wooden coins.
There are 5 wooden pictures to slot
into the top window for extra play.
Size 14.30 x 13 x 16 cm

A two tier stand full of delicious treats ready to
serve! 4 cupcakes, 1 jam tart and 1 biscuit to
serve to your friends with their afternoon tea.
Size 19 x 18 x 27 cm
1,190 B.

990 B.

1440037

Tea Tray Set
3y+
Enjoy your afternoon tea with this elegantly painted
wooden tray set. The set features a tray with handles,
2 cups and saucers & spoons, teapot with lid, milk jug, 2
yummy biscuits and 3 assorted tea bag. Tea time
is the perfect excuse for conversation, storytelling and
creative play!

1440003

Ice Cream Cart
3y+

Smoothie Maker

Everyone loves Ice cream! Come to the Ice Cream
Cart where the popsicles, lollies and ice cream
cones are ready to be served!
There is a clever ice cream scoop that
magically picks up the scoop and
tops the cone ready for some
yummy treats.Encourage
creative roleplay and help
develop social skills.

3y+

Size 37.50 x 19 x 31 cm

1,590 B.
1440033

The smoothie maker comes with all the tasty fruits your
young child needs for a healthy, delicious drink. Simply
use the wooden knife provided to dice up the fruits
and start blending your favorite smoothie!

1,990 B.

Size 14 x 11 x 19.50 cm
1,390 B.

Imagination Toys

1440056

1440059

Pop Up Kitchen

Toaster & Egg Set

3y+

3y+

The Pop Up Kitchen is your kitchen on the go.
The back panel is designed to be removable
and can be transported effortlessly with
the rope handle provided. This compact
but busy kitchen is made for your young
chef to start cooking with friends
anywhere, anytime!

A perfect addition to your kid’s pretend kitchen. Start making your
own toasted breakfast with this classic pop up toaster and egg set.
Simply put the bread into the toaster and press the button to pop
up when ready. Feel free to serve with honey and butter!
1,390 B.

1,590 B.
1440057

Shopping Cart

1440067

1y+

Wooden Eggs
3y+

Have fun shopping around or transporting lots of toys with this beautiful
shopping cart. It features a fabric dolly seat for your soft toys and encourages
social and communication skills while playing.

6 cute little solid wood eggs in an
authentic egg carton.
450 B.

1440063

Mini Chef Chopping Board
3y+
Mini chef chopping board.
Wooden knife, carrot in 3 parts,
beet in half, tomato in half, onion
in 4 parts, scallion in 3 parts.
Chop chop chop!
790 B.

2,290 B.

1440002

Grand Kitchen
3y+
Made with durable and sturdy wood, the grand kitchen is large
enough to allow your children and their friends to enjoy cooking
together. Filled with interactive features such as the wooden
food, a waterproof sink, oven and microwave, get ready to
prepare a full course meal for the family! Self Assembly is
required.
6,490 B.

Imagination Toys

10150

Mix or Match Vehicles
Fire & Rescue
4y+

1440005

Cosmic Rocket Set
3y+

These color themed sets are sure to appeal to those
who have longed for Mix or Match Vehicles in more
realistic colors. You still get that same sense of pride
and accomplishment after you've assembled a
one-of-a-kind vehicle of your own design, but now
your ﬁnished models will look like real construction,
ﬁre and rescue, and police vehicles.

A great toy to create an interest in
astrology, science, and imaginative
role play.
1,990 B.

900 B.

134015
1440062

Construction Fire Truck

Car Transporter

3y+

3y+

The ﬁreman is ready to go and takes the elevating
platform-up to put out every ﬁre. Curious ﬁngers
can take the car apart and screw all the parts back
together again. The spanner and screwdriver can
be stored easily in the truck. The truck comes with
26 parts.

1,190 B.

1,490 B.

1440006

Rocket Construction
3y+
Let your little engineer build their own rocket
with our Rocket Construction set! Set includes
18 pieces to build three rockets. Match up the
parts and countdown to launch! Presented in
a pretty window box.
890 B.

134001

Garage with contiloop and elevator
3y+

3,290 B.

Imagination Toys

134012

1440022

Train Around the World

Lifting Service Station
3y+
Future builder puts their imagination into play
when erecting a construction site with this crane set.
2,450 B.

3y+
Take a trip around the World!
The magnetic wooden train
with three carriages rides
criss cross around the
world
890 B.

1440016

1440014

Construction Set

Ride Around Town Train Set

3y+

3y+

Construction vehicles set is a good tool for
children to learn how these vehicules function
in real life.

The ultimate train conducting experience! Choose
between trains and a variety of routes to arrive at
your destination precisely on time.

750 B.

3,700 B.

40116 - Round the city Rescue Rug
40117 - Round the town Road Rug

1440015

Cosmic Rocket Train Set

3y+
1,495 B.

3y+
1,950 B.

Imagination Toys

This colorful play rug comes with four cars ready
to swoop in whenever there's an emergency!
Size: 1x1M

40252

1440032

Tabletop Puppet Theater

Bluebird villa
(free the leaf family)

3y+
This tabletop puppet theater lets a child's imagination
take center stage. Roll up the velvet curtain to start the
show. Roll it closed after the grand ﬁnale.
Flip the reversible backdrop for an enchanted kingdom
or a brilliant sunrise. Puppets not included
Size: 61 x 53 x 29 cm (assembled)

3y+
6,490 B.

2,250 B.

40232

Farm friends hand puppets
2y+
This 4 piece hand-puppet set makes it easy for kids and
caregivers to role-play together! Made with brightly patterned,
washable fabrics and built to last, these soft and sweet hand
puppets are sure to be go-to toys for years to come. The set
includes a sheep, cow, pig, and horse.

This beautiful house offers all-around play as it is open on all sides and can turn on a clever swivel
base. Made from the ﬁnest grade plywood for durability. It has three ﬂoors and eight rooms and is
hand painted -with non-toxic water stain.
Self-assembly required.

1,095 B.

134024

Play Box Safari 2 in 1
3y+
990 B.

1440023

1440001

Sweetiepie dolly cot - 1,490 B.

Sweetiepie dolly pram - 2,590 B.

Tuck your dolly in and gently rock her to
sleep in this gorgeous wooden cot.
Encourage creative role play and teach
your little one how to care. Self-assembly
is required. Dolly not included

A beautifully designed pram for
your children to take their favorite
dolly on a walk around the house.
Smooth rolling wheels make this
pram easy to push on multiple
surfaces. Self-assembly is required

Imagination Toys

On Safari there's loads to discover. Vroom Vroom! The jeep's
arriving. Playfully teach the littlest ones about the animals of
the African Savanna. The box turns into a playhouse. Beautiful
wooden animals and jeep included.

30140

30141

134062

Pet Care Set

Dentist Set

Doctor's Suitcase

3y+
The perfect way for
children to look after
their toy animals. The set
includes a hair brush,
play ball, feeding bowl
with food, collar,
accessory bag and a
fabric pet carrying cage.

3y+

3y+
900 B.

This little set contains 8 parts: a
syringe, a thermometer, a
stethoscope, a reﬂex hammer, a
tube of ointment, prescription
pad, pills and a box of plasters.
The accessories are made of wood and paper
(boxes and pad). The doctor’s case is made of
sturdy cardboard and metal.

Kids absolutely love to play with the Plan Toys
Dentist Set. Kids are so caring and love to play
doctors, so why not extend this into caring for
our teeth.

990 B.

890 B.

1440025

Chef’s Bag Set

1440024

3y+

Doctors and Nurses Set

Become a master chef! This set includes a printed apron with pocket, chef’s hat, oven glove,
rolling pin, wooden spoon, 3 wooden measuring spoons, and a
pretty printed canvas bag for e
asy storage and transport.

3y+

1,490 B.

Run your own clinic with this fabulous doctors and
nurses set! Set includes stethoscope, scissors,
thermometer, syringe, tube of cream and
bottle of pills, stretchy fabric bandage,
wooden heart and nurse’s hat.
We have also added a canvas bag for
easy storage and portable play.
Encourages and promotes
imaginaryand creative
roleplay, and helps to
create health awareness.
1,490 B.

Imagination Toys

Role Play Costume
………….
1,750 B.
3y+
40264

Scientist
40189

Veterinarian

40185

Pilot
40187

40184

Astronaut

Construction

40290

Race Car

40265

Magician

40186

Doctor
40183

Police Ofﬁcer

40283

Fire Chief

Imagination Toys

Art & Craft
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1380002

Low-Mess Washable Bright
Paint Discs Early Start
1y+

6 discs of brightly colored tempera paint!
Perfect for home or the classroom, the tray is sturdy and
makes for easy paint access. Fluoro colors include green, pink, yellow, blue coral and
orange.

1380011

Egg Chalk Pack 6
Early Start
1y+
Designed in Australia. Easy grip egg-shaped chalk
suits a child's full handed grip. Use on blackboards or
the pavement and even brick walls! Pack includes half
a dozen eggs: Pink, Orange, Blue, Green, Purple, and
Yellow. Remove chalk from large areas by washing
down with water.
290 B.

350 B.
1380006

Art Smock Early Start
1380004

3y+

Bubblegum Brushes pack 2
Early Start

590 B.

1y+
Rounded, plastic handle shape provides an easy grip for little
hands. Ideal for use with most media. Pack of 2 brushes
1380021

180 B.

Twistaz Jumbo Crayons
Wallet 12 Micador
6y+
1380017

Colourfun Jumbo Wax Crayons have a strong twist
mechanism that allows crayons to be wound
all the way out and still retract with ease.
Bright colour selection and range suitable
for all types of art projects! Crayons are packaged
in a sturdy, re-usable, phthalates-free case
that
250 is
B.100% recyclable. Awesome jumbo size
means that you get more out of each crayon.
Hypoallergenic and non-toxic and safe for all users.

Watercolour Palette
Stylist Disc 12 Micador
6y+
turdy, plastic tray with snap-shut lid that
doubles as a palette. Paint has a high
pigment content for vibrant colour. Palette
includes a brush. Great for classroom use.

250 B.

220 B.

Art & Craft

134067

134003

2-Sided Board City

Adjustable 2 sided easel

3y+

3y+

1,690 B.

3,590 B.

Give your creativity free reign with this
double-sided drawing board! On one side you
can let loose on the blackboard, while on the other
You can colour with markers and stick magnets on a fun
city-themed or safari-themed Scratch drawing.
The magnetic board is designed so that it can easily be
used on a table, and its user-friendly extension system
handily allows you to set it up in three different positions.
Size 46.5 x 17.3 x 36cm, 3 pcs. chalk, 1 marker pen

134066

2-Sided Board Safari
3y+
1,690 B.

The Black-White board is height-adjustable from 87 cm to 120 cm. It can be used on
both sides. One side is a blackboard for chalk, and the other is a whiteboard for
dry-erase markers. Both sides are magnetic! A fun set of magnets is included. There is
a roll of drawing paper hanging under the board and a storage tray is also provided.

Art & Craft

17400019

Spirograph Spiral Art Drawing Set

122078

3y+

Super Painter Giant Coloring Poster Pad
Princess Garden

Hours of fun when every
drawing is unique.
Helps improve Coordination
Skills, encourage imagination
of hundreds amazing designs.
Perfect for both Gift and
Art/Design project.

3y+

This ultra-detailed coloring poster is filled with funny
fairy tale kingdom, fantastic princess castles and 22
princesses. To be used on the floor, on the wall or
as a tablecloth, to play alone or with friends!

320 B.

Giant poster size 115 x 80cm
295 B.
122036

Scratch Art Set
Dream Space

122075

Scratch Cards Set
Cinderella

3y+
Scratch Art boards feature exciting colors and
patterns hidden beneath a matte coating, it is
fantastic to use stylus to reveal your favorite
themes. Made of high quality materials and
safe for children. Includes 8 sheets of scratch
card,1 scratch pen, 1 template.

3y+

195 B.

...Colorful scene character scratch paper
...Creative gift for Kids postcard
...Creative way for kids to experience fun of drawing
...A wonderful drawing can easily create aside transitional
watercolour paint.
...Include: 6 pieces different theme scratch card 1 Scratch
Pen and 1 manual book
195 B.

Art & Craft

1390014

530067

Klutz jr - my egg carton animals

Painting Nesting Dolls

4y+

7y+

Children’s imaginations run wild as they
transform egg cartons into 6 barnyard
animals. Specially made egg cartons tear
apart and glue easily. Fun animal facts
throughout the book give an added giggle as
kids paint and add googly eyes, cotton balls,
and pre-cut accessories to make their very
own farm animal friends.

Create your own Matryoshka’s. Paint them in your favourite colours
and give them a finishing touch with fun stickers and accessories.
You could recreate your own family with this!
650 B.

490 B.

530048

Candle Making Set
7y+
Make your own unique candles with this amazing set from SES
Creative. Make candles into whatever shape you like from animals to
handbags with this set which makes your imagination the only limit.
40113
495 B.

600 B.

On The Go Animal Origami Set
5y+
Making fun, foldable crafts has never been
easier! Step-by-step instructions and fold
marks on the patterned paper sheets guide
kids through the steps to make adorable
origami animals.Projects range from beginner
to intermediate to advanced, helping to
develop and advance fine motor skills,
hand-eye-coordination, and dexterity.

Art & Craft

660012

40033

Safari Set
Motion Sand

Sweet Hearts Bead Set
4y+

3y+

595 B.
Beautifully detailed and hand-crafted, the
wooden heart beads in this set coordinate
with five cords and over 150 beads

Easy to shape and that molds into simple desktop designs.
Playing with Motion Sand is a magical and mesmerizing
experience, giving a moment of relaxation for both young
and old.

1570052

Thinking Putty
Boxed Set Of 5 Neon 2

999 B.

3y+

3D Sandbox
Cookies Maker

Need some bright ideas? Enhance your brilliance with neon
Thinking Putty®! Whether you’re looking for a bolt of inspiration,
a clear sign, or a smart way to play, this set of five neon colors is
sure to spark your imagination.

3y+

1,190 B.

660010

Easy to shape and that molds into simple desktop designs.
Playing with Motion Sand is a magical and mesmerizing
experience, giving a moment of relaxation for both young
and old.
699 B.

920046
40017

The Ultimate
Brick Maker x6

Cut, Sculpt &
Roll Dough

3y+
The Ultimate Brick Makers give kids of all ages a new way to
create and build with the award-winning Mad Mattr compound.
Children and adults alike can now make their own buildable,
stackable bricks and use them to build their own custom
constructed brick creations.

3y+

Encourage creativity as well as color and
pattern recognition. Featuring 8 exciting tools
and 4 vibrant colors of modeling dough.
Tools are pattern wheels, scissors, cutters, roller, etc.

1,095 B.
895 B.

Art & Craft

Games
Puzzles

www.enginou.com

440166

1440009

Little Balancing

Tic Tac Toe

2.5y+

18m+

Players take turns stacking the stilts and waterlillies until
there are none left. Carefully add a frog to the top of the
pyramids. If you've got a steady hand you will win a point
and receive a counter. If you knock the elements down the
game starts again.

Have a little fun with friends
with a competitive game of
tic tac toe. An adorable bunny
drawstring
bag
is
included
for easy storage.
Tip out the noughts and crosses and use the reverse printed
side of the bag for the grid!

990 B.

450 B.

1440030

10021

Heads and Tails
Dominoes

First Orchard
2y+

18m+
This set has traditional
dominoes on one side and
cute matching heads and tails
illustrations on the other. It also comes with a
drawstring bag for easy storage
and transport.

A great "ﬁrst" game for young toddlers to learn
simple rule and how to play cooperatively with
others. Large pieces designed for small hands.
1690 B.

790 B.

10096

1440008

My Very First GamesBubble Bath Bunny

Clever Cat Memory
Game

2y+

18m+
The Clever Cat Memory Game has 16 printed solid wood discs
with 8 different animal faces for matching. A canvas
drawstring bag is included for easy storage and transport.

Bubble Bath Bunny needs help ﬁnding his toys hidden in the
soapy suds. A fun way to bring bath time to the table for
parents and toddlers to improve memory, matching and ﬁne
motor skills.

690 B.

790 B.

Game Puzzles

A twin game of ludo and goose game
complete with the wooden counters and
wooden die. A perfect to way to pass time.
Comes in a sturdy carton box, easy to take
along
4y+

134006

2 Board Games Viking
590 B.

134008

134005

2 Board Games Circus

2 Board Games Garden

590 B.

590 B.

Game Puzzles

10114

Rhino Hero - Super Battle
Rhino Hero and his super hero friends have all sorts of adventures on the card
skyscraper.
But be careful: it gets higher and more wobbly as more cards are used to build
walls and ﬂoors. Players who have luck with the dice move their own super hero
high up, and defend their spot against other players in dice battles. if only there
weren't the spider monkeys who make the skyscraper sway.
1,650 B.

10008

10117

Monza

Monster Bake

5y+

5y+
Get cookin'! Both kids and adults will love Monster Bake,
the monstrously fast game of skill from HABA! In the monster
kitchen, everything is topsy-turvy: it all has to be stirred and
kneaded, then weighed and tested. Oh well, plop the glass
with the colorful sugar balls in the middle of the mixing bowl...
Who
can help the Monster bakers decorate the cakes
220 B.
properly?

Race your car faster and win the game! Encourage
early tactical thinking, color recognition and planning.
Play 6 dices simultaneously.
.
1,200 B.

1,450 B.

10120

Ghost Blaster
5y+
Will these three manage
to blast the spooky ghosts
with the right amount of goo
and capture them before the ghost hour is over?
Be careful! If the ghost hunters fall into a trap, it's off
to the dungeon for them!
790 B.

Game Puzzles

10095

Unicorns in the Clouds
3y+
The four unicorns...
Glitterluck, Stardust, Marvel Flower and Magic Swirl

live in the far away Land of Clouds. Playfully they gallop across the billowing clouds,
slide down the colorful rainbow or play with the cloud crystals. Suddenly a terrible
thunderstorm is brewing. On their journey to reach the sun as soon as possible, who
will help the unicorns collect the most cloud crystals?
900 B.

134027

134026

Puzzle Dino World
40 Pcs

Puzzle Princess’s Carriage
60 Pcs

3y+

4y+

Puzzle dimensions: 60 x 43.5 cm.

Puzzle dimensions: 60 x 36 cm.

Puzzle dimensions: 100 x 60 cm.

690 B.

690 B.

890 B.

134069

Puzzle hummingbirds
100 pcs
6y+

Game Puzzles

1570075

1570079

Blue Bird Yellow Bird
500 Pcs Round Puzzle

Below the Surface
1008 pcs Puzzle

8y+

12y+

Take on the extra challenge of a
round puzzle! This intricate collage
of embroideries from around the world will transport any puzzle
into focused calm.

Perfect for the whole family to enjoy! No bottom, no top,
complete from any side!

1,090 B.

1,090 B.

134019

Puzzle World Map
150 Pcs
6y+
Place the puzzle pieces in the right spot one by one
and watch the incredible picture come to life!
The puzzle consists of 150 pieces and is
suitable for puzzle enthusiasts
aged 6+ years.
890 B.

Game Puzzles

101053

The Rolling Witch
Board Game
6y+
“ Whoosh! ”

1,350 B.

530036

The scatterbrained witch rushes through the magic
forest as fast as lightning. She is always forgetting
something. Her book of spells, her cauldron or her
broomstick, she is always losing something! Thankfully
however she has little gnome, who likes helping her
ﬁnd her stuff…
Roll together with the witch looking for the lost objects.
If you are clever and work well with
the other players, you can collect the most objects in
this fast-paced rolling game.

The little magician …..

101052

Code Master Game
8y+
Code Master teaches essential programming concepts while
strengthening sequential reasoning and problem-solving skills.
Travel with your Avatar to an exotic world in search of power
crystals and use programming logic to navigate the map along
the way.
900 B.

530017

apprentices have lost some magic objects
inside of the master’s maze. Now they try to
collect them before the Master notices.

Laser Maze Jr.

However, in the maze there are invisible
walls and only one of the missing objects is
revealed at a time.

You’ll need to use science and logic to reflect the laser beam to the
rockets. Carefully place the satellite mirrors to guide your path, but
watch out for space rocks that might get in your way. It’s one tricky
job for any scientist, but with a little brain power you’ll be sure to
ignite the rockets and your mind.

6y+

So they have to make their way through the
maze by means of a good memory and lots
of skill.

1,350 B.

The Magic Labyrinth
Board Game
6y+
1,900 B.

Game Puzzles

Outdoor Toys

www.enginou.com

10149

403011

Sand toys creative set

Finney ﬁsh ball

18m+

2y+

Let the good times roll with this shiny red,
starfish-spangled ball. The ball is ideal for early
throwing and catching activities with its "just
right" size and light weight!
550 B.

Brings even more to momentum to
sand box or beach creativity. simply
ingenious flower and butterfly molds with
stamp on the backside. premium, robust PP
plastic guarantees years of fun

40048

Seaside sidekicks funnel fun
2y+

800 B.

695 B.

An exciting sand or water funnel for outdoor play.
Pour water or sand through this whimsical tower of
sea creatures, then watch as the different layers
funnel, tip, spin and sift!

10148

Infant sand toy set
18m+
Especially made for the youngest sand
exploring enthusiasts simply ingenious, flower,
leaf and butterfly molds with a stamp on the backside,
robust PP plastic guarantees years of fun

10039

400 B.

Sand bucket
scooter

Everything your children need for the sandbox
or beach in one easy, portable scooter Bucket
for carrying sand or water. Bright colors so
pieces won't get lost in the sand.

1y+

1,150 B.

10147

Spilling funnel xxl - green
3y+
Fabulous optical effects
thanks to
the transparent material
provides maximum spilling
fun
600 B.

Outdoor Toys

10068

10067

Pizza Bakery

Sand Candies

3y+

3y+

590 B./ set

590 B./ set

This sandy collection is perfect for the
beach or the sandbox. Pack sand onto
the pizza plate for the pizza's base and
use the three texture stamps for toppings!

Little chefs will love to serve up some
delicious sand cake on the plastic plate
at home in the sand pit or at the beach.

530061

Standing in
Mega Bubble

530062

5y+

Bubble Rocket
A Trail of Bubbles

1,000 B.

5y+

Can't get enough of beautiful soap bubbles?
SES has a fun outdoor activity for you: a bubble
rocket! Dip the rocket in the soap and throw it in
the air. Wow, the rocket is now followed by a
long trail of bubbles. How many bubbles can you
count?
400 B.

530039

Mega Bubble Blower
5y+

Is there anything more fun than playing with bubbles? Playing with mega
bubbles! Inflate the soap bath and fill it with the soap solution.
Slot the bubble ring parts together to create a large hoop. With the specially
developed super-strong soap solution, you can make bubbles that are so big,
you can even stand inside them.

Outdoor Toys

Blowing bubbles is not what it used to be. You can
make mega-sized bubbles using the handy tool and
super strong soap solution. How big can you go?
350 B.

40304

40307

Dilly Dally
Turtle Target Game

Giddy Buggy Bowling Set
2y+

3y+
Pick a team--red or yellow--and take turns
tossing the self-sticking bean bags at the
turtle-shaped fabric target with numbered
sections. Ideal for individual play, too. Durably
constructed for use either indoors or outside.

The always-happy Giddy Buggy will bowl you over with his
smiling face and this exciting kid-sized bowling set!
Enjoy the game inside or outside. Encourages hand-eye
coordination and dexterity, and promotes early counting skills.
Pin height 20cm.
1,095 B.

1,195 B.

134071

134058-Shark
134058-Owl

Tin Can Game

Kite Shark & Owl

5y+

3y+
Created in the typical Scratch design
with bright colours and drawings.
690 B.

Will you dare to make the tower of tins fall
over in one go and create a Big Bang?
Every player has one go and there are 60
points up for grabs. How many for every
tin is on the top.
The player with the highest number of points is the winner! The pretty
drawings on both sides of the tins make for variety and lots of fun.
890 B.

Outdoor Toys

1670001

Pro Mini Hoop
8y+
This mini indoor basketball hoop will give every player an authentic basketball
experience. Hang the Pro Mini Hoop on any door in your home for tons of indoor
basketball fun for all ages.
1,290 B.

1670015

134060

Star-Kick Elite Solo Soccer Trainer

Wind-Up Plane Army

8y+

8y+

Designed to efficiently broaden your offensive skill set without having to chase
after the ball, the SKLZ® Star-Kick Elite Solo Soccer Trainer delivers a
hands-free, independent training tool that simulates in-match ball pace
to maximize your passing, shooting, and receiving development.
1,990 B.

Make the toughest planes! Just put all the parts
together and turn the propeller until the elastic is
completely wound up. Hold the propeller until you are
facing the direction of the wind, let go and throw the
plane with force into the air! In addition you can even
change the flying direction and speed of the plane.
Comes with detailed instructions.
590 B.

Outdoor Toys

1440065

1440034

Running rabbit ride on

Baby block walker

18m+

1y+

3,890 B.

2,590 B.
Made from high quality wood, the handle is
sturdy enough for toddlers to lean on.
There are 29 garden themed wooden
blocks for extra play and creative
construction. This is a delightful
addition to any home or play room.
Helps to develop balance, strength
and encourages creative play!

A classic white ride on bunny rabbit, made from solid wood.
Dimension: 35 x 17 x 8 cm

30123

Meadow ring toss
3y+
830 B.

Features 6 rope rings with
colored beads and 3 wooden
posts of various heights.
Place the posts close for
beginner and spread them out
for advanced play!

30144

Meerkat Bowling
3y+
900 B.
This game features 5 meerkat pins, a ball, and
a hole. Knock down many pins as possible to win!

Outdoor Toys

30124

Mini golf full set
4y+
900 B.

Play the golf sport game in the playroom or
backyard.
The set consists of 2 wooden kids-sized golf
clubs, 2 wooden balls, 3 different types of
challenging tracks and 1 hole, ideal for 2 players,
bag included

Balance Bike

Small l

2y+

3,590 B.

Learn to keep their balance naturally and feel safe on two wheels.

134034
Racing Flies

Big l

134035
Love Birds

2y+

134036 Space

134037 Butterflies

3,790 B.

134065 White

This Balance Bike from Scratch grows along with the child even
longer! Not only can the seat be raised, but the frame can be placed
the other way round when the child has outgrown the small bike.

Outdoor Toys

A lightweight, fold-able, easy to manage and durable two-wheeled
scooter. The Micro Sprite steers like a bike allowing your child to master
their scooter quickly.
5,000 B.

470028

470025

Micro Sprite
Raspberry Floral Dot

Micro Sprite Teal Owl

5y+

Outdoor Toys

5y+

Furniture
Playroom

www.enginou.com

540046

Sport and leisure mat
This foam surface is the perfect base for all your child’s adventures. The
large area (XXL) can be used for exercices to protect child in all situations.
The mat insulate child off the floor, is shock absorbent, and is easy to hand
wash, for perfect hygiene.
Dimensions : 145 x 145 x 0.4 cm.
990 B.

122080

Blackboard wall sticker

Wall Sticker Blackboard come with a little house
shape. Reusable for long term. Washable and
wipeable. Can use with multiple type of painting
and drawing tool.
Siize : 90x152cm
.
650 B.

Furniture
Playroom

1580002

Blix pop playground set
1y+
Playground set (40 blocks)
** Balls not include. Consisting of Base – 16 blocks,
Builder – 8 blocks, Grass – 10 blocks, Wood – 6 blocks
Space: 3m x 3m (School, Play area, Sensory room)
.
35,000 B.

144070

134057

Forest table and chair

TIPI Indians

A stylish plywood table with a hidden
compartment for crayons etc. under a
chalkboard central panel. 2 plywood chairs,
rabbit and bear themed.

5,990 B.
(1 Table/ 2 Chairs)

The tipi is easy to put up with - its ingenious
system of poles joined together with elastic. The
chief can decorate his tent -with feathers to be
ready for the grandest of adventures and even
keep watch through the two roll-up windows.
.
3,590 B.

1440073

Forest Fox Chair 1,590
B.

1440074

Forest Deer Chair
1,590 B.

Furniture
Playroom

CONTACT
US

Tel l 081.989.0820
Email l info@enginou.com
Facebook l enginou
Official Line Account l @enginou
Official Website l www.enginou.com

The Common

Market Place Nanglinchee

Mega bangna

2nd floor, thonglor soi.17
Open l Mon. - Sun.
Time l 09.00 - 19.00

2nd floor, Nanglinchee soi.3
Open l Mon. - Sun.
Time l 10.00 - 20.00

2nd floor, Mega bangna Unit 2532
Open l Mon. - Sun.
Time l 10.00 - 20.00

